
Covid19 Daily Update

In todays update:

• Update from Rob McBride

• Rotation of personnel on essential works



Covid19 Daily Update – Update from Rob McBride

Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for all your hard work and effort to date, simply put you are inspiring and making a real difference.  

As we continue to endure the impact of the current pandemic, it is clear by the continuation of the current safety pause that we are committed to defeating the 
transmission of the virus via distancing, along with ensuring that any return to work is conducted safely, both in terms of Covid-19 and also conventional safety.

Over the last week we have completed further works to maintain the site in a safe and secure position, whilst planning goes on to consider those areas that require 
further work, to ensure compliance or infrastructure maintenance to projects that provide strategically important capabilities, required for environmental 
remediation. 

The CEO has stated:  we will not begin to ramp up operations until we have assessed the arrangements in place for safe working. Whilst we now know how we will 
govern our approach to progressing our mission, this does not mean that a significant shift in our current Covid-19 working practice will be either quick or imminent.

Our return will be guided by all the relevant government advice and national and local Covid-19 management plans. Please keep in mind that where nuclear safety, 
security and protection of the environment require us to do so, we must undertake all necessary work. 

In the above, we will ensure that OneAIM are not only represented, but are actively engaged as a valued framework partner in the consideration of safe solutions, 
that underpin safe systems of work.  

Additionally, the team continue to deliver in the local community with further support to Copeland and Allerdale councils relief effort.  My thanks go out to the 
whole team involved, it really is a superb response in what is a very difficult time for all communities and one that we can all be very proud of as a team.

In the news this morning, the PM (Boris Johnson) gave an enduring message re the virus, that whilst we are on the cusp of opportunity, we are also at 
the point of highest risk in terms of a second spike of the virus, which would have a lasting effect on not only the economy, but also on further lockdown 
measures and further fatalities.

So for now, the message remains to stay at home, stay safe and follow all guidance and instructions at home and at work when required.

Please stay in touch, keep smiling - we will get through this together - safely.

Best wishes 

Rob



Covid19 Daily Update

Rotation of staff for essential and emergent work:

The question was raised by the trade union representatives today about the rotation of staff when 
carrying out essential and emergent works to support site safety & security

Staff will be rotated on these works with a 50% rotation of staff per week, the reasons for 50% is as 
follows:

• We need to maintain the knowledge of the job being carried out
• It gives an opportunity for the work to be shared amongst the teams
• A number of people are requesting to work to assist in their mental health 
• This work will be offered to those who are SQEP’d for the work and are not identified as vulnerable



STAY SAFE!

And please remember to check the OneAIM website and social media pages for daily updates.


